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Communications revises major, loses prof
by Kevin Kelley
staff reporter

Beginning this fall, the communica.,
tions arts department will reduce the
number of major concentrations from
five to three. In addition, Mark Harmon, communication arts instructor
since. September 1982, will leave Xavier
at the end of the semester.
According to Dr. Eric Anderson, assistant professor in the communication
arts department, sorrie of the current
concentrations will be combined to form
three broader, more flexible ones.
The five concentrations are radio/TY,
public relations, communication artsmarketing, broadcast journalism and
film/photography. The three new concentrations will be an expanded radio/
TY, which will incorporate broadcast
journalism and film/photography
courses; business communications, which
will be similar to the current communication arts-marketing concentration; and
public relations, which will remain more
or less the same.
Anderson said the new radio/TV con.,
centration, the one he is most involved
with, will be more flexible. The number
of required courses will be reduced
while new courses are added. "It will
wind up giving the student a little more
flexibility but also give him more responsibility in choosing which direction
he wants to go in;' said Anderson':. ..
The department will also increase the
number of internship credit hours offered from three to six (which means
students can choose either two different
three-credit-hour internships or one
worth six credit hours).
Harmon, who was involved in the
concentration changes before he decided
to leave, said although he thinks it is a
reasonable decision, he has some mixed

feelings about it. "The plan they came
dio Production. Previous adjunct faculty a doctorate in journalism from Ohio
up with, makes sense;' he said. "I might
University. He expects to have the demembers include former WCPO (Chanhave chosen journalism over public rela- nel 9) anchorwoman Betsy Ross and
gree by the end of April.
tions. [to be one of the three new concurrent weatherman Bob Alan, who
Reflecting on his departure from the
centrations],. but overall it's a good
taught Oral Communications for the
department, Harmon said even though
plan. We did it because we had very
past two fall semesters.
the communication arts department has
small enrollment under certain seThe department will also hire two
more majors than· any other department
quences. We might be too small a .
new full-time faculty members, one in
in the College of Arts and Sciences (279
school to have a film major or a broad- business communications and one in
out of 1342 majors), the department and'
cast journalism major. So we placed
public relations.
its faculty have not received enough
·
those concentrations under a larger telesupport from Xavier's administration.
Harmon will leave after this semester
communications sequence:'
to become an assistant professor in
"If our department has problems next
Journalism courses will now be availmass communications at Texas Tech
year, it won't be because of the fine
able as electives for radio/TV and pubUniversity in Lubbock, Texas. Harmon
people who work here," Harmon sai~.
lic relations students. "More people
is leaving for Texas Tech because it of"It will be· because ol lack of adminismight take journalism courses as elecfered him a higher rank and salary. He
trative support, especially from the.
tives than those ·who actually majored
is currently completing requirements for
Rank and Tenure Committee:'
in journalism;' said Harmon. ''This, in
the long run, may be good for those
courses:'
According to Anderson, the five old
concentration sequences will remain in
effect for current communication majors.
However, they may switch to the new
set of concentration requirements if so
desired. "[These changes] go into effect
next fall for incoming students;' Anderson said, ''but they also give benefits to
current communication students:'
New courses will be one of the benefits. One new course, Introduction to
Broadcast Journalism, will be introduced
this fall. Furthermore, .David Smith,
Xavier Television Center director, has re.• _ceiv~d ..~pprovc.il.J.9.r•.. t~e. ..Q~W~ ~.ourses,.. ., ,,,..
The department also plans to hire
more adjunct faculty members, parttime professors who work fulJ-time
within the industry. "[Hiring adjunct
·faculty] is a way to bring broadcast
professionals in contact with students
and it's ideal," said Anderson. The deLaura Chapnick photo
partment has already hired some adXavier students cheer for a Muskie comeback Friday at Million's Cafe in Mt.
junct faculty members for the fall.
Lookout. The Muskies eventually lost to Kansas in the first round of the NCAA
This semester Tom Price, radio antournament, 85-72. Please see Sports, page 9.
nouncer for WRRM-::FM, is teaching Au-

Million's· cheers Musketeers

Customer· service film
zeroes in on campus
by David Stubenrauch
staff reporter

call wili be held for 40 to SO roles from
10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the TV studios,

Lights! Cameras! Action!
Usually, one only hears these words
in Hollywood, but come March 28,
these words will be heard all over Xavier.
Xavier University has been chosen as
the site for a customer service training
film for business employees. Video Features Inc., a local film company, will be
producing the project. According to Tim
Quinlivan, producer of Video Features
Inc., "Customer service is probably the
hottest topic in business today:'
The film will focus on the facult}',
staff and other university employees in
their daily interaction with students.
Quinlivan mentioned that the film
"stresses improving positive communications:' It is aimed at improving customer service and personal skills among
employees who must stay in contact .
with students.
On Thursday, March 24, a casting

located on the third floor of Brockman
HaJJ. Filming will take place from
March 28 to April 1. Nofice that the
last two filming days are scheduled during Easter break.
Students, faculty and staff may have
one-line or two-to-three page roles. Either way, participants will be payed at
least $25 for their work. Non-speaking
parts as extras are also needed.
This comprehensive film is being produced for a client in Bloomington,
Minn., caJJed The Better Than Money
Corporation.
Charlie Carey, director of Xavier Information Services, was Quinlivan's contact with the campus. Xavier was chosen because of its favorable location.
"I don't believe anything like this has
been. done before for college students,"
said Quinlivan. The film recognizes students as customers and strives to make·
college employees more sensitive to their
buying decisions.

SAC April calendar pages 6-7

A tribute to champions page 8
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1988-89 STUDENT. GOVERNMEN
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I

Editor's note: The folloWing essays were written· by the candidates as part of their applications for student. government
positions. The application questions have been printed for the executive ticket essay only. However, ~ll. can~1dates responded
to these same questi1;ms, which have been deleted in the subsequent essays to conserve spa~e. In additio~, m an attempt to
give as accurate a representation of the candidates' abilities as possible, The ~avier News_wr~e ~as not edited the content or
structure of these essays. For clarity and consistency, we have corrected spelling and cap1tabzatlon only.

David Noll

+ Margret+ Tim

Mary Verrastro

McLaughlin

Explain why you are interested in 8IJing this position.
We -understand ~ importance of student govefnment at
Xavier. We have enjoyed serving the Xavier .stUdent body
(1)

thoughout our college careers.

We feel we have the right com·
bination to continue our dedication and service to the students
of Xavier University.
(2) What qualities do you possess that make youi ticket
unique?
The executive ticket requires
leadership, "know how" and experience. All three of us ha~
proved ourselves to possess

The executive ticket
these skills with active involvement and dedication. We have
expetieJ\Ce in all areas of student government including Senate, Student Activities and class
government. w? are confident
this experience
that we can
to benefit all Xavier students.
(3) Have you any prior experience in student 'government in
which your leadeiship skills

use

were exemplified?
·Noll:
SGA legislative vice president
senator
Constitution Committee
chairperson
Alumni Board of Governors
Parking Committee
Alcohol Committee
Legislative Action Committee

Manresa group leader
Intramurals captain
Verrastro:
Student Activities· Council
chairperson
Manresa staff
Leadership Conference Committee
Irish Society trustee
McLaughlin:
Sophomore class president
Elections Board chairperson
Marion Hall treasurer
Leadership Committee
Student Directory advertising
director
(4) U you are elected, what spe-

cific areas would you address?
We will specifically address
issues that face the Xavier student every day. We will work

hard to make student life better.
Here is our platform:
Increase student participation
on decision-making bodies on
campus, with student representatives on the Board of Trustees
and facilities-planning committees.
Alleviate the pressures of
on-campus living by providing
off-campus activities with transportation.
+ Open venues within the Unviersity Center to provide more
student space for studying and
social events.
+ Review and revise the university core curriculum to best
meet the academic needs of the
students.
Establish unity and consen-

+

+

+

sus on student issues among
student leaders of the Black
Student Association, International Student Society, Commuter Council, and other governing bodies on campus.
Focus the Student Senate to
serve the specific needs of students, such as ... commuter
parking, change and ice machines in the dorms, and extended library hours.
Invite a performing arts series by using existing resources
and soliciting outside grants.
Improve communication between student government and
the student body with regularly
published student government
newsletters and open forums
with the student Senate.

+

+

+

Class officers
Seniors
Joe

+

Berninger
Michele
Spaeth
We are interested in ·filling
this position for one main reason - that is to make our senior year the best, most exciting
and most fulfilling. year any
class has ever had in the history of Xavier University!
This sounds like a pretty ambitious goal - and it is just
that, ambitious. In fact, it is a
challenge we know we cannot
possibly live up to - alone.
There are vast resources
within our class which so many
times go unrecognized. The
class of '89 is crammed full of
talented, creative and enthusiastic individuals. What we wish
to do as leaders of the senior
class is to take this diverse and
talented group and mold it into
something really great!
Our goal is to build the
unity and comaraderie of the
class of '89 through social, recreational, academic and spiritual
activities. When you think
about it, unity is the only thing
that really is important in a
class. If we can't build unity, if
we have no common bonds between us when we graduate,
then why even have a class?
"If we are elected we will use
all our energy, enthusiasm and
experience to make one super
year for everyone in the senior
class - and no one will have
to scratch their head and wonder who their class officers
were!
"Unique" is definitely a good
word for our ticket. We are the
best combination to come along
since the Reese cup: two strong
ipdividual ingredients complement one another so well the
effect cannot be copied.
We feel this is an important
part of working togetl1er, of
making a whole out of the
parts, of uniting the talent and
pulling together the resources

within our senior class.
Our ticket consists of both a
Joe lives in and is familiar
commuter and a resident. This
.with the donns, Michele lives
mix allows us to more freely
interact with our entire-class.
in Corilliam House and has
more contact with the commut- Additionally, we have diverse
experience, ranging from social,
ers. Joe is very involved in intrcimural sports and the Sports · athletic and academic leadership. The culmination of this
Center, Michele - the art department and various media re- unique blend of characteristics
sources. We also bring an excit- · -will better enable -us to producing, unique historical and
tively lead our junior ·class.
artistic. approach together in our
This year alone Susan was a
ideas and ambitions for the
Manresa group leader, as well
class of '89.
as returning member of the
We intend to bring our expe- Student Activities Council. Sue
rience in different areas together also is the current treasurer of
and strengthen what we have in the Industrial Relations Club.
common. We are both involved
Keith has been involved extensively with student government
in Alpha Sigma Nu honor sociat the high school level, and
ety and h~ve been student govemment representatives in the
was also involved in the planpast three years. ·
ning of a number of school acWe have skills in different ar- tivities.
eas that complement each other,
The specific areas we would
common experience in leaderlike to address are as follows:
ship and communication and a
+ We would like to initiate
goal - to pull you into the
substantial fund raising through
spirit of the class of '89.
innovative and exciting activiOur past and present inties.
volvements at Xavier are as fol+ We would like to assume relows:
sponsibility for the student diBerninger:
rectory, and would make a deSenator
termined effort to have it in the
SGA treasurer
hands of all students before
O'Connor Sports Center asOct. 1.
sistant director
+ Finally, we would like to
XUIM team captain
promote a sense of community
Manresa group leader
within the class by introducing
Spaeth:
activities that would involve
Freshman class representative
class-wide participation.
Edgecliff Council representaProven Experience, Ready for
tive
Change, Willing To Provide It!!
Resident assistant
Womens Honors Program codirector
Manresa group leader

Sophomores

Juniors
Susan Kerley •:• Keith
Fenton
We feel that we are capable
of being an effective channel
between school administrators
and THE JUNIOR CLASS!! We
are willing to take the needed
initiative in order to fulfill the
needs of the class of 1990!!

John

Strong •:• Christy
Thompson
The class of 1991 needs good
leadership to mold it into a
good class. We feel that we
possess this leadership. Through
fund raisers, service projects
and other activities, we could
mold into a better class. We
want to give something to Xavier to allow it to grow as a
university so it has the capability to meet the needs of the

class of 1991 as well as individ- lieve that holding this position
would be a great experience for
ual needs. We want to put our
good leadership skills to use be- both ourselves and the students
of Xavier University.
cause we like to be involved.
We both possess good leaderThere are many qualities that
make a unique ticket, and we
ship qualities. We have "EXPERIENCE ON BOARD." Our ac- think that we possess some of
cessibility would make us ideal
them. We have been told by
candidates for sophomore class
many people that we are "good
officers. Our best quality is our friends." I'm really not sure
willingness to listen and after
what qualities this possesses,
listening, working to get the job but I suppose it encompasses
done. Our creativity and ambi- such attributes as dependability,
tion about the next three years
reliability, honesty, and friendlimake us a unique ticket.
ness. We believe that we have
John in high school was pres- these qualities, and many more
ident of Student Council, class
like them. We know that we
representative, and treasurer of
are a unique ticket, and we
his class. He also helped organ- know we can do a fine job for
ize rallies and was captain of
the school.
the golf team.
We both have had vast expeChristy is presently president
rience in the area of student
of Kuhlman Hall and on Resigovernment and leadership.
dence Hall Council. She helps
Knight:
teach a CCD class for BellarStudent Council
mine. In high school she was
Basketball team captain
on Prom Committee and one
Football team student trainer
year a page for the House and
Runner-up for president last
Senate.
fall
We want to address the area Fowler:
of class unity. Only by a uniSophomore class represenfied class are such activities as
tative
fund raisers and class projects
Junior class president
possible. We want to be of
Senior Student Council
service to the university as well
Cross country and track
as the community. Dances,
team captain
blood drives and product testRunner-up for president last
ing are a few of these ideas
fall
which would lead to the best
class Xavier has ever seen. The
If we are elected we will adClass of 1991!
dress such areas as class unity
We would like to thank evewith the commuters and the rerybody who participates in the
sidents, and also we would like
election and hope you vote for
to involve the student body
us!
·
much more in school affairs.
Our main goal for the next
year is to get the student body
Ted Knight •:• Mike
involved in all the activities of
Fowler
the sophomore class. We would
We are interested in filling
also like to plan fund-raisers so
this position for many reasons.
that many doors will be open
The first of which is that we
for the sophomore· class of
believe we have all the attrib1988-89.
utes that strong leaders should
As many of you know, we
have. We also think that we
made a strong running for pres·
can do a lot for the student
· ident and vice president last sebody, however it will be a cha!- mester. We hope that we will
lenge. Let me say that both of
go one step further than last seus are ready and willing to take mester, and we will appreciate
up that challenge. We also beyour support.
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ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS
Residence Hall Council officers
Susan Menkhaus •:• Sheila
Roth

man are having. We feel that
we could best represen~ the enAfter serving this year on
tire Residence Life when called
.Husman Hall Council, we have
upon to discuss situations with
both been able to see the opadministration. We also have a
portunities which Residence Hall "combination platter" which is
Council can offer. We underevident through our work with
stand the problems with fiHusman Hall. We enjoy disnances and school policies concussing and creating new and
cerning various aspects. In the
interesting ideas, but both of us
next few years, some very serido more. We are hardworking
ous .issues concerning Residence
and neither of us are satisfied
Life will have to be addressed.
with a project on paper. This is
These include tripling in dorms, evident from our success at fundthe development of lounges in
raising and programming for
Husman and Kuhlman, and the Husman Hall.
issue of mandatory dorm life
And one final note is that
for freshmen and sophomores.
Sheila is from Cincinnati and is
We understand these problems
therefore in contact with local
and are willing to represent the resources. Susan is from South
students' points of view conCarolina which can help bring
cerning these issues. In addiin new ideas as well as an outtion, we see the residence halls
of-town perspective on Resias a great source of student in- dence Life. Both of us have
volvement and have some new
plenty of time to devote to the
ideas for hall programming.
hall council.
It has been a unique opporSheila Roth has been a wing
tunity for both of us to be
representative for Husman Hall,
freshmen living in Husman
also serving on the Pro8ramHall. It has given us the chance ming Committee; coordinated
to see the problems of Husman the "Roomate Game"; team
- such as falling elevators and leader of Christ Renews His
an empty basement - and at
Parish for 2 years; president of
the same time we have seen the Students Helping Students; and
problems of our freshmen
member of the church choir.
friends in Brockman and Kuhl-

Susan Menkhaus has been
the treasurer of Husman Hall
Council, president of Theta Phi
Alpha pledge class, director of
one-act plays for the spring theatre workshops, member of
girls tennis team and varsity
swim team at Xavier. In high
school, state governor of Junior
Civitan, a service organization,
raised about $4000 by herself
for Special Olympics and coordinated other fundraisers totaling over $20,000.
· Since this coming year will
involve a number of Residence
Life policy decisions, we would
like to set up a communications
system. Possibilities include surveys, newsletters, open forums
and one-on-one contact. Promoting programming in the
halls is a second objective. We
would like to work with SAC
in sponsoring some bigger projects. One idea we had was to
sponsor a "Spirit Week" when
we play UC in basketball. Halls
could build stationary floats or
promote other spirit activities.
We would like to see hall
space being put to better use.
This includes developing the
basement of Husman and sixth
floor of Kuhlman as lounge ar-

eas. We· would like to see Marion Hall included more often in
Residence Hall Council activities.
We would also like to help
freshmen in Brockman by promoting a positive attitude towards tripling, at least until a
better solution can be found.
We're also suggesting a program for freshmen and/or new
students on what there is to do
in Cincinnati and on campus
for weekend fun. Our most important objective though, is to
give the students a voice with
administration on their concerns
with Residence Life.

Beth Landers
Blasch

+ Therese

We would like to fill this position because we both recognize the need for a good Residence Hall Council and we
want to work towards achieving that goal. We both enjoy
meeting new people and are
very dedicated to the project of
Residence Hall Council.
The qualities that we possess
are that we are both very outgoing, friendly and enthusiastic
people. We are both very organized and dedicated and

promise to work very hard in
the council. Also, Beth has had
the experience of running meetings and organizing events by
being Husman Hall Council
president, and we feel that with
that experience, it will help a
great deal.
Both of us have had a wide
variety of experience by being
involved in many projects. Beth
is currently involved as Husman
Hall Council president where
she runs the meetings, organizes
fund raisers and just creates a
general feeling of enthusiasm in
the group. Therese was recruitment officer for the Honors
wing. last year and both of us
were involved as Manresa
group leaders this year.
We will both address the idea
of hall unity. Getting the halls
to work together on projects
and getting everyone involved.
We are also anxious to get
many activities together for
everyone to enjoy.
We feel that we make a good
team because we work well together. We are both familiar
with leadership positions and
enjoy working both with other
students as well as with administrators.

Senate positions
Ghada Al-Fiki
I am interested in filling this
position because I feel that Senate plays the role of a mediator
between the students and the
administration. That is one
thing that I am definitely interested in. I would like to voice
the students' needs and wants,
get to understand how the administration operates and then
present a product that satisfies
both.
As a senator last year, I became much more involved on
campus and much more knowledgeable of student concerns. I
believe that Senate grabs my attention, time and effort.
I enjoy being and working
with people. I feel that I have
the ability to· listen to what
others have to say and at the
same time get my ideas across.
I stick to what I believe in and
yet, I am willing to work with
others to make a dream become
a reality. I believe that working
as a team is very important.
Being organized plays an important part in my life because
it helps me get things done and
done efficiently. Being alert and
creative may assist in making a
good decision. I also, believe
that I have clarity and accuracy
of communication that can influence the behavior and performance of others.
In high school, I was president of senior and junior class.
I was a member of the Student
Activity Council, I acted in two
plays, I was a stage manager, I
played volleyball, basketball
and softball.
At Xavier, I am a member of
the International Student Sodety, Public Relations Society, I

was on Senate for a year, I am
the vice president of Kuhlman
Hall and I also play basketball
and volleyball intramurals.
If I am elected, I would like
to address different areas. The
housing situation is one area
that I would like to designate
time and effort to the meal
plan, and campus phones are
also areas of interest. I would
also like to address the issue
about teacher evaluations.
Good luck to everyone! Don't
ask what Xavier can do for you
but what you can do for Xavier.

in important decisions that will
affect our student body.
Not only do I have a year of
experience as a member of XU's
student government body, I feel
as though I have other unique
qualities for this position .. As a
communications major, I feel as
though I have the personality
needed to work with either
many people or. on an individual basis. I am flexible however, I will stand behind something I believe in. I have
always been interested in politics and through last year's experience, feel I have a pretty
good grasp on the politics inCharles Angell
volved in our school.
In high school, I was inThe interest of a Senate posivolved in: Student Council for
tion lies in my interest of work4 years, VP my senior year;
ing for a better univeristy enviKey Club for 3 years, secretary
ronment for Xavier students. It
my senior year; Drama Club
would be a fun and rewarding
for 4 years and camp counselor.
experience to be involved· with
At Xavier, I was a Student
the decisions affecting Xavier
Government Senator and coUniversity.
chair of the Student CommuThere are many qualities that
nity Relations/Legislative Action
make me a unique candidate.
Committee.
But, I believe the most imporThere are many areas in
tant is my ability to communiwhich I believe need much atcate and work with people.
tention however, there are a few
I was high school captain of
that I believe need special attenthe soccer team and one year
tion. I would like to see imof student government.
provements with XU's housing
I would like to address conLaura Chapnick
programs. That is, university
tinued involvement, club activiI am interested in filling this
owned
houses etc. and hope to
ties and residence hall condiposition for several reasons. I
take
care
of much of the overtions.
feel that with my experience
crowding in the dorms which
from a year of service on the
will continue next year. Safety
Ed Bamonte
Senate body, I can contribute a
on
campus is another issue I
great deal to the new members
I am interested because I
would
like to address. I would
and to making the Senate more
know that being a part of it is
going to permit me to be closer effective. I would like to see the . like to see lights placed in the
darker places throughout camstudents more satisfied with
to the problems and find the
pus
and off campus as well their school and more interested
solutions for them.
for example, more security on
as well. I am interested in how
I am a person who likes to
Herald between Norwoods and
this school is run from the inlisten to people. Having the
the dorms. I would also like to
side out and hope to take part
quality of being a friendly person permits me to know different points of view from different people. I feel that I know
the things that students are really concerned about and I
would like to please as many
people as possible.
Finally, I am a dedicated person who is going to make this
school as beneficial to the students as possible.
I feel I have shown exemplified leadership skills in the past
and in the present. I was president of my Senior Year Prom
Committee .and president of the
Spirit Committee my junior
year. Since being at Xavier I
have been a board member of
Peer Judicial Board and a wing
representative.
I would like to address the
needs of the· newly developing
clubs. I think giving these organizations the support they deserve will help them to succeed
and in return help the school
body as a whole to succeed.
As a student I want to be involved in the. aspects that will
keep other students and myself.
I would like to make this university the best place for the
actual students and newcomers.

see more student involvement in
goings on within the school
system.

Michael Francisco
I would like to get a good
opportunity to voice my opinion on various Xavier campus
issues which need to be dealt
with. I want a chance to suggest my solutions and help others to reach a concensus so
Senate does what it is supposed
to do.
I have a tendency to state
my opinion on several issues,
always allowing for appropriate
rebuttal. I always look at bot~
sides of an issue and make the
best choice possible. I have partaken in several campus events
including Manresa Orientation
and Student Ministry. I have
good insight into various concerns and I am able to make
the appropriate judgments.
I have never been a class officer per se, but I did go to a
military school for high school
and I have developed sufficient
leadership traits. I am eager to
try new things which enhance
my authoritative skills.
I hope to re-ar:imate the
parking issue. I hope to do
something in the realms of
helping those who suffer dissonance due to dorm-room overcrowding. Also I would like to
see SAC use more of its funds
for educational concerns over
parties and entertainment.
I have a minimum budget for
campaigning. I shall have to
rely on my personality traits
and inter-relational skills as well
as my determination to state
my reasons for running in a

Continued on page 4.
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Senate positions continued -

Therese Gallagher
I have been a senator for one
term and I feel I have done a
pretty good job. I'd really like
the chance to try and accomplish all my goals and be able
to say I did a great job, not
just for me but the Xavier students.
I feel I am a good listener
who really does care about
what happens to the students of
Xavier. Also I am confident
that I can handle this p0sition
and I feel I will do a good job.
I have served one term as a
senator and have been involved
in many activities here at Xavier which I feel have proven my
leadership skills.
If elected, I would focus on
the issues which students want
changed or solved. At the present time there seems to be quite
a problem with housing here at
Xavier. I would really like to
spend time seeing what can be
done to alleviate this problem.
Good luck to all candidates!

Ken Hartlage
I would like to be a member
of Senate in order 'to begin the
development of a relationship
between the student community
and some of the other influential groups at Xavier. Student
Development staff will not initiate the relationship with the
student body, and therefore it
becomes the responsibility of
student government to develop
this relationship fully. I would
like to participate in building
the foundation of this relationship.
I am a unique candidate due
to my personal interaction with
the Xavier Student Development
staff. This involvement has primarily been in confronting the
administrative policies directly.
As a student at Xavier I have
attempted to research Xavier

Michael D. Kramer ·

Since new housing has been
High school provided me
acquired,
I will help bring
with
many
opportunities
to
be
I am interested because I
about
a
smooth
transition.
involved
with
student
organizathink the Senate offers a wide
Also,
I
will
.
be
more
active in
tions and government. I gained
field of opportunities that inthe
organization
of
clubs.
The
experience
in
club
government
clude both political and finanmeal
plans
also
need/
deserve
by
serving
as
I<ey
Club
treascial management and responsiattention.
urer, band treasurer, Fine Arts
bilities.
Club secretary, and the Honor
I am also prompted to run
Society's vice president. In stufor this position because I have
dent government, I served as a
observed, on many occasions,
Student Council representative
bad economic management and
for three years, class president
decisions on part of the current my
freshman through junior __,,,,,,._
Senate.
years, and as Student Council
I possess many unique qualipresident my senior year. As
ties. (1) I am a student who is
president, I guided a movement
a member of the varsity swim
team and actively involved with designed to reform Student
SGA. (2) I also· have leadership Council which included revising
the council's constitution. At
skills which have been exemplified throughout this past school Xavier, I have served as the
Susan Williamson
year. (3) I enjoy communicating secretary to the College RepubAs a senator throughout this
licans and have been placed on
with all types of people and
past year my main reason for
the Student Publications Comfeel that this is an important
becoming involved in student
mittee by the Senate. I hope to
characteristic within any candigovernment
was to further my
by
serving
continue
this
record
date.
knowledge
concerning
governyou
as
a
senator.
In college, I have been: (1)
ment activiti~ for my future
Xavier University is experipresident of freshman class (2)
treasurer of College Republicans encing an unprecedented growth career in law and politics. Another reason was to become inin size and standing. With this
(3) University Committee on
volved
and to get to know
growth,
however,
comes
probFacilities (4) responsible for
lems. I would like to be able to other students.
Freshman Record, 1988-89 edibe involved with decisions that
tion, and (5) various high
This year, I would like to be
school student government posi- affect housing, food service and
Mary· Kirk
a
part
of student government
facilities.
Xavier's
programs
and
tions.
for
both
of those reasons but
I am interested in becoming
The two main things I would services must continually be
more
so
because
I enjoyed
raised, not just expanded, to
a member of Senate because I
like to address are as follows:
working
with
the
Xavier stuaccommodate
a
larger
student
want to become more involved
(1) establish a rapport with the
dents
and
the
Xavier
student
cerpopulation.
I
want
to
make
in the Xavier community. I
entire student body and see
government. It gave me the
tain that student government
have taken great interest in the
what they would like to have
chance to help out the student
expenditures reflect your needs
students .as well as Xavier's addone. (2) curtail the lackluster
body
concerning things that
and
interests.
The
university
ministration. In becoming a
spending that goes on weekly
they needed and wanted. I
should take students' concerns
member of Senate I would hope within Senate.
would like to be able to help
and wishes into consideration
to 1.aid in the communication Get out and vote!
the
students of Xavier improve
before' any final. decisions'
between the two 5o as to imI, also, would like
the
campus.
made.
I
want
to
be
able
to
prove the relations.
voice your ideas to the adminis- the students to filter their ideas
Since I have been at Xavier I
for campus through me and for
tration.
have interacted with many difmyself· to help fulfill their needs
In closing, I'd like to thank
ferent kinds of people - comprovided
they are feasible.
all
of
you
who
take
the
time
to
muters, dorm students and forI want to be a senator be.participate in this election. I'd
eign students. This has allowed
cause I am genuinely interested
also like to congratulate all of
me to become more open· to
in making Xavier a better place
the winners and wish them
others' ideas and interests. I
for all of the students. I am
well. The winners of this elecalso consider myself innovative
tion take on a huge responsibil- friendly and am easy to get
and creative. These are qualities
ity and deserve the cooperation along with. I am willing to listhat I believe can stimulate
ten to new or old ideas. Anyof everyone.
growth in SGA and in effect,
one can ask me a question and
the Xavier community.
I'll try to answer it ·to the best
I have been involved in orof my knowledge. If I do not
ganizations in high. school such
know the answer I will attempt
as SAAD, Senior Class ComMarvin Narcelle5
to
obtain it or direct the questimittee, as well as co-captain of
I have had one year of expeoneer. to a person who would
the field hockey team and corience in Senate during which I
know the answer. I want to be
editor of the yearbook. These
Sam Lind
learned
how SGA functioned.
a senator again to help you,
have allowed me to display my
Xavier University needs a
Since it was my first year, it
the Xavier student!
abilities and utilize my leaderstudent government capable of
was
in essence a learning expeship skills. Since at Xavier I
guiding it into its rapidly exrience. Now that I better underMy experience with ~tudent
have been involved in College
panding role. With its new nastand
the
leadership
process,
I
government
most· recently has
Friends, Conversational Partners tional attention, XU needs leadwould like to make use of what been this current year as a sen(with foreign students to help
ers capable of· adapting to
was learned. Also, I am inter-.
ator; I was elected in ·the ·fall of
them improve their English
change and capable of adapting ested in improving Xavier and
1987.
I would like to consider
skills), leading fund raising acthat change to benefit us. I am
serV'ing
.my
fellow
students.
Fithis
past
year as a warm-up.
tivities for Xavier Singers and
interested in beneficial growth
nally, I believe the incumbent
Now I am very familiar with
have worked on Manresa staff.
for Xavier, its programs, and its officers and senators for next
the policies and procedures inThese activities have increased
students. No change should oc- year will. form a dynamite and
volved
in government. As a
my interest in Xavier as a com- cur until all aspects of it are
different SGA. It should be an
freshman senator I was shown
munity.
studied and all interests are. rep- exciting year forthcoming.
how to do thing5. Now I am
If elected, one area I would
resented. I would like to repreIn
addition
to
the
experience
ready
to initiate some projects
like to address is the interaction sent your concerns to the adof
one
year's
learning
and
paron
my
own;
among students. Within this I
ministration and to convince
ticipation mentioned above, I
If I am re-elected as a Xavier
hope to improve on the relathem to take you into consider- see myself as very outgoing and senator, I would ·like to see that
tions between the commuters
ation.
diplomatic. Being easy-going
there are more lights put
and dorm students, and the miThere is an old adage that
and
easy
to
get
along
·with
will
around
campus for our safety.
nority students. I would like to
states, "A good leader must
contribute to the smooth-runAs we all know we don't live
see students allowed to use
first· be a good follower:' I take
ning efficiency of SGA. I'm
in the s~fest area of Cincinnati.
their meal cards in the Grill. In that to heart. The ideas, views,
willing
to
help
others
and
curiNowhere
on the earth is it
doing so this can improve on
and actions. I will open myself
ous
about
how
to
do
so.
Also,
100%
safe.
I would like to see
these relations as well as help
to you while attempting to
being a member of Marion Hall campus lit up ·more to make
those students who find the
make myself available to every
and a pre-med/natural science
even ·one person feel a little bit
hours of the cafeteria inconven- member of the student body.
me
different
·ideas
major
gives
more safe. ·
ient.
Your ideas under my guidance
and perspectives than other senAlso, .I would like to conAnother area to address
will achieve much in the adators.
tinue working on the ciirrent
would be an improvement on
vancement of our university. I
In high school, I was: class
task of teacher evaluations. It is
campus lighting, with an inwould like to help create a ·
president,
freshman
and
junior
a
v~ry lengthy process needing
crease in overhead lights, stuXavier University capable of
ye~rs; yearbook .editor; varsity
many people's dedication.
dents may feel more secure
helping you to achieve your full swim team captain;• and varsity
walking on campus after dark.
potential.
soccer· captain.

matter which won't make me
sound like the "ultimate solution to all problems" rather just
a helpful person who is concerned. If I do not win I won't
be too distraught - but I hope
I do.
~~~"7-------=~

policies. both through student
and administrative perspectives.
If I am unique in any way it is
that I will review and confront
any policy that is not beneficial
to the students.
I have been involved in Xavier University Board of Ambassadors, Residence Hall Council
secretary, Quest I and II, cofounder of Students First, cofounder of Putsch (unofficial
Xavier publication), Earthbread,
Chancellor Delta Sigma Pi, and
on the Leadership Awards ·
Committee.
The most important areas I
will address include the total
lack of information that comes
out of the office of Student Development as well as student
go'Vernment. I am interested in
creating a program that will
generate information out of the
student body, through its clubs
and organizations, and to the
administrators and student government .. This increased communication will aid in making
decisions .that will be beneficial
to the entire student body.

are''
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I really don't give a damn about 8pathy
by Fred Middendorf
editor in chief
It all began the day I found
That from my window
I could only see
A piece of sky.
I stepped outside and looked
around,
I never dreamed it was so wide
Or even half as high.
.
I began my term as editor in
chief last March full of enthusiasm, motivation and hope. I
believed the 1987-88 volume of
The Xavier Newswire could be
one of the best ever.
All the editors were anxious
to change the graphics, organization and editorial content of
the paper in a master effort to
make The Newswire a more
credible, ethical· and professional
publication - a newspaper
which could stimulate active
participation from students, faculty and administrators alike.
Have we accomplished our
goal7 Or should I ask, does anyone care?

The Newswire~
slap in the lace
The Newswire's staff has
worked long and hard this year
to improve and sustain the
. quality of the paper. However,
we don't seem to. have made
much of an impression· on anyone ..

-At· the very least, I ~pe(:ted
someone from The Newswire's
editorial staff to be invited by
Student Development to the annual Board of Trustees dinner I
roundtable March 1. This discussion is a rare chance for students to express their concerns
to the trustees and faculty.
This year, the board wanted
to .hear the students' perspectives on the strengths of the
university. So six students were
chosen to speak on various
subjects including the Student,..
Government Association and ·
Student Activities Council (of
course), the Student Admissions
Assistants Program and University· Ministry. All in all, 18 undergraduates were invited. Of
the remaining 12 guests who
were not speakers,. more than
25 activities were represented.
One person was an alleged
"newspaper reporter," but I have
to be honest and. say this student has not ··had ·a single ·article
published this year. Which
leaves us with this question:
"Where was The Xavier Newswire at this event?"
Student Development was
looking fur students who could
communicate effectively, so why
wouldn't ·they have considered
drawing from a group of students who spend their time
communiCating in print every
week? In addition, the editors.
of The Newswire are the most
informed students· on• campus
by the vecy nature ~f t~eir . ~
jobs. Obviously, we have more
information and insights as
journalists than other students.
So why weren't we invited?
Student Development can answer that better than I.

Why even bother?
This is just one more example of bad decision-making by
Xavier administrators which
helps contribute to the defeatist
attitude among students. One
cannot deny that apathy seems
to be the number one infectious
desease killing the spirit of Xavier. Consider .if you will the following:
• Last semester Athenaeum,
Xavier's literary magazine, .did
not have. enough material to
publish a fall issue. Its staff is
now desperately seeking submissions for a "double issue" this
spring.
• Lack of interest and support on the part ot the sudent
body has resulted· in no yearbook for the 1987-88 academic
year.
• Few people appear very
confident or interested in SGA.
- indicated by the minimal
number of candidates running.
It seems to me rather pointless
to even have elections if students have only one candidate
or none at all to vote for.
The Newswire has had its
share of apathy as well. The
staff has tried very hard to recruit reporters through publicity, journalism workshops and
academic departments. Yet
many of the editors still end up
writing more than they should
- not. because they want to
maintain their grip over the
paper's content but because otherwise you would be reading a
blank page. It's very easy to
criticize an organization's efforts;
it's quite another matter to decide to make a difference by
becoming an active participant.

Closing the gaps
Perhaps one of the so\lrces of
this general feeling of indifference is the gap between students and administration· - as
well as between faculty and administration. For example, the
decisions to move graduation to
the Coliseum and combine undergraduate and graduate ceremonies have left many students
disgruntled. It's the students' tuition that pays for their educa:tion at Xavier, and consequently it's their graduation.
Why shouldn't they have been
given a more participatory role
in these decisions? As it was,
when the class of 1988 returned
to. campus Jast fall, changes
made duririg the summer Were
already under way.
Likewise, the faculty doesn't
seem to be too thrilled with
some administrative decisions ,
lately either. Professors are disturbed ·with the pro1>9sed faculty contracts because of ce.rtain
· textual changes. In addition, as
reported in The Newswire last
week, the psychology and sociology /political science departments are being transferred into
the new College of Social Sciences. Apparently, the heads .of
these departments were not
·. even consulted. Is .this any way
to run a university?
Xavier needs to communicate
with itself. We are improving
our financial situation. We have
a .good academic reputation as
Ii

••I

I
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a liberal arts university. We
. have a championship basketball
team. All of this looks great on
paper, but a hard look inside
reveals a university dying of internal indifference.
Students would like more interaction with the president's office. Rarely if ever do you see
Fr. DiUlio walking down the
mall, taking the time out to get
to know the students. Other
administrators should also make
more of an effort to establish a
· healthy relationship with the
student body. Xavier should not
be segregated into three groups
of administrators, faculty and
students. Rather, we should
unite together to make Xavier
as coherent and interdependent
as possible.
Each step I take Each page I turn Each mile I travel only means
The more I have to go.
What's wrong with wanting
more?
If you can fly - then soar!

Open up the blinds
I think it's time for Xavier's
students, faculty and administration to ask more of themselves. In "A Boring Story;' the
Russian writer Anton Chekhov
wrote the following: "Remember
you began by. getting angry
with people and things, but
you did nothing to improve the
one or the other. You didn't
struggle against evil, you got
tired, and you're the victim of
your own weakness, not of. the
struggle . . . Indifference is paralysis of the soul, premature
death:' You can make a difference - as a member of any
cocurricular - but you have to
decide to make your voice
heard. Don't let Xavier die of
mediocrity.
I must admit I am a burnedout, frustrated and disillusioned
senior, but I hold on to hope.
Xavier is what its people make
of it. But it's time we draw
back the curtains and look out
the window at all the possibili-

ties outside.
With all there is - why settle
for
Just a piece of sky?

A final thanks
I would like to give my
warmest thanks to all the reporters, columnists, cartoonists
and photographers who helped
make this year's paper a success. Your time and effort was
invaluable.
Most of all, I want to extend
a debt of gratitude to the editors who devoted countless
hours (often into the wee hours
of the· morning while enduring
the antics on the other side of
the wall in Brockman) toward
building up The Newswire's
reputation. For all. the late
nights, Domino's pizzas, primal
screams, laughter, disappointments and smiles, I thank you
for a spectacular year.
Editor's note: The lyrics
above are from the song "A
Piece of Sky" in the movie
"Yentl."

Oust poor leaders with write-ins

leadership material. If you are
spelled words or rewrite rough
concerned, if you are dedicated,
drafts? Even the computer was
and most important, if you are
pleading for mercy!
even the slightest bit more qualBut out of the depths of the
My eyes were slits glaring at
ified for a SGA position than
early morning hours came a
meaningless rubbish. My hands
the students who are running, I
transformation in my attitude
were severely_ cramped. My
wholeheartedly encourage you
from one of apathy to rage. I
back screamed from my imperto run for office. Yes, you still
was• damned if I was going to
fect posture.
can.
let this one slide by the unsusNo, I was not even being
Any student is eligib]e to run
pecting student body.
tortured or even participating in
for an SGA position as a writePicking up momentum, I dea grueling sport. What was I
in candidate. There are specific
cided to use The Newswire to
doing from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m.
rules for write-in's including the
display the opinions and ideas,
Saturday night? I was tediously
following: (1) They must inform
however lame they may be, of
typing six hours worth of comElections Committee chairperson
the student leaders who will
pletely appalling and thorKathy Bernstein of their candirepresent the concerns of the
oughly disgusting student govdacy by calling 631-0273 before
Xavier community.
ernment elections essays.
Why did I do this? Because I Thursday, March 24, and (2)
As I sorted through pages
write-in's can only campaign on
feel it is crucial that you, the
and pages of poorly written eselection days, March. 24 and· 25.
voter, be entitled to read each
says displaying gross neglect in
If yQu are wondering whether
and every word communicated
the amount of time and effort ·
write-in candidates ever actually
by these prospective leaders in
devoted to them, I was apwin elections, just two years
order to make an intelligent ·
palled by the blatant mistakes
ago, Jeff Grill and Tim Mcvoting decision.
in spelling, grammar, etc.
Laughlin won sophomore class.
You may wonder why you
Perhaps my response is the
president and vice president as
should care about the elections
reflection of a nit-picking editor.
write-ins.
since the majority of SGA can,;
However, I firmly believe there
There is still a· chance to
. didates are running unopposed.
is no eXaise for the poor writmake this election count - to
But I tell you there is still
ing skills and incompetence on
make it a true measure of the
hope!
the writers' parts to form comleadership capabilities present
After rummaging through
plete thoughts much less coheron this campus. You have the
these elections essays, consider
ent essays.
.
whether you have ever been in- opportunity to make a differI had to stop and ask myself
ence.
,
terested in filling a SGA ·posi.;.
if the individuals who penned
I didn't give up. Will you?
tion or whether you are indeed
these pitiful essays were the
same people l wanted leading
the student body.
What made matters worse
The XRVier Newswire is published weekly throughout the school year, except
was the fact that the majority
during vacation and exams, by the students of Xavier University, 3800 Victory
· ·of these candidates were not
Pkwy., Cincirµlati, Ohio 45207.
The statements and opinions of The Xavier Newswire are not necessarily those
only unqualified for SGA posiof the student body, faculty or administration of Xavier. Statemer!s and opinions
·.· tions but also tunning unconof columnists do not necessarily reflect those of the editors.
tested. There is only one execuSubscription rates are $15.00/year within the U.SA. Subscription inquiries should
tive, one senior class and one
be directed to Suzanne Stegman, business manager (513-745-3561). Advertising
junior class ticket running for
inquiries Will be handled by Kent George, advertising man;iger (513-745-3607).
Entered as third class matter at the U.S. Post Office under permit number 1275.
student government. Thirteen
· Reprinting of articles or cartoons without permission of the author and/or The
.students are competing for 13
Xavier New5wire is strictly prohibited.
senate seats, and no one is even ··
running for Commuter Council. ,: ~. ' Editor in chief .......................... , . , . , ............. Fred Middendorf
News editor ....... , .... ,, ................................ Steven J. Baines
.. Utterly disgusted with the ,
Perspectives editor ......... , , , . , ............ , , . , .. , ...... Anthony Kovalik
··amount of time I spent on this'
· Sports editor ................. , .. , . , ..................... , ... Mike Pfiester
endeavor, I was overcome· bY
Diversions editor, , , ... , ... , .. , ... , ... , .. , , ..... , ...... , , .. Mary T. Helmes
the desire to give up .. Why·,
•,. : Calendar editor .. , , ....... , ... , , ... , ....................... Kimberly Grote
should I continue to waste nw
Photo editor .......... , .. ,., ..... ,., .... ,., .................. Sabra Hayes
Advertising manager .. , , , . , ...... , ...... , ... , .. , , .. , , .... , , . , Kent George
time working on essays who5e
·. _Bl!si.ness .manager ........... , , ....... , ....... , . . . . . . . . . . Suzanne Stegman
writers obviously didn't care
AclVisor ......................... , ... , ....... , ... , ..... Nancy Jones Walker
enough to even lo.~k up mi~-.

by Kimberly Grote
Calendar editor
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SAC Presents
MONDAY

SUNDAY

Lil' Sibs Weekend
(April 8-10):
Bring your Iii' sib to Xavier
to experience campus life firsthand and have a ball participating in the variety of
planned events. Activities for
this fun-filled weekend include
a Reds College Night, a Sibs
Bash featuring ODD Sox and
a trip to the Cincinnati Zoo.
Parents will be sent information and registration forms regarding the weekend. Registration will take place in the
University Center lobby on
· Friday, April 8, from 3 to 6
p.m.
Talent-No Talent Show
(April 14):
Find out what talent is lurking on Xavier's campus at the
third annual Talent-No Talent
Show hosted by Funny Bone
comedian Dan Donnalen,
DownUnder, at 9 p.m. Students interested in displaying
their own unique brand of talent should complete an application now available in the
SAC office. Deadline for applications is April 7.
Whether your talent lies· in
playing a musical instrument,
performing stand-up comedy,·
juggling a goldfish bowl on
your head while reciting poetry, or simply enjoying
watching others perform,
come and participate in the
talent show guaranteed to
make you laugh. No admission charge .

c

Easter

WEDNESD~

TUESDAY

Classes resume

ONE WA)'ij

Last day to withdraw from
classes without failure

..&;

4

3
Cincinnati Zoo Trip

APRIL 19

Movie:
"Annie"
University Center Theatre
2,30 and 7,30 p.m.

Wednesday Weekend Warm-up
. Bermuda Triangle
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m.

6

5

<--------~~----------+---SAC

selections ---....j

<---------+------------4-~PEACEWEEK-~----1

Movie:
"Platoon"
University Center Theatre
2:30 and 7:30 p.m.

Video Series:
"Clockwork Orange"
DownUnder - 9 p.m.

11

10
<-

Outstanding Leadership
Awards Reception
Main Dining Room 7:30 p.m.

12
Movie:
"Fast Times at
Ridgemont High"
University Center Theatre
2:30 and 7:30 p.m;
·

19
Movie:
"Hoosiers"
University Center Theatre
2:30 and 7:30 p.m.

Video Series:
"Motel Hell" /"Blood Drive"
DownUnder - 9 p.m.

25

.,...

•

1

SPRING BREAKAWAY WEEK - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - l

Honors Convocation

24

3

Wednesday Weekend Warm-up
King Penguin
DownUnder
- 9:30 p.m.

26

Xavier· Leadership Series:
"Understanding Your
Personality Style Using the Myers-Briggs
Personality Inventory"
OKI Room - 6:30 p.m.

w~~;day weekend woarm-up
-

DownUnder
9:30 p.m.

2

..

·

Wednesday Weekend Warm-up
The Remains
DownUnder - 3-6 p.m.

27

.

~ll

1988

WEDNESD~

THURSDAY

"FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Good Friday

Passover

April Fools' Day
+-

EASTER VACATION ......

2

1
Xavier Leadership Series:.
"Apple Mcintosh: Uses
for. -Campus· Leaders"
OKI Room - 6:30 p.m.

TGIF Party
DownUnder · -

3-6 p.m.

Wednesday Weekend Wann-up
. Bermuda Triangle
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m.

6

L----

SAC

selections

+-

7

Reds
College
Buses
leave Night
from the

ui: sms WEEKEND

University Center
at 6:30 p.m.

i----PEACEWEEK----1-----------+--------

3

Wednesday Weekend Warm-up
King Penguin
DownUnder
- 9:30 p.m.

1

~u;:.2Q
Wednesday Weekend Warm-up
The Remains

Junior Prom
featuring The Menus
Cincinnati· Club 9 p.m.-1 a.m.

TGIF Party

14
TGIF Party
· DownUnder -

Xavier· Leadership Series:
'Vnderstanding Your
Personality Style Using the Myers-Briggs
Personality Inventory"
OKI Room - 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Weekend Warm-up

......

8-

----1---------------1-------Talent-No Talent Show
DownUnder - 9. p.m.

Sibs Bash
featuring ODD Sox
Main Dining Room 9 p.m.-1 a.m.

Wednesday Weekend Warm-up
- The Remains (April 27):
Enjoy the last Wednesday
Weekend Warm-up of the year
as The Remains. take the stage
·at 9:30 _p.m. DownUnder. The
Remains, a four-man band
performing music of ·the ··'60s
and '70s including the Beatles
and The Who, .will set the
mood for the ·last Wednesday
night bash of the semester.

3-6 p.m.

,, ·t.!

J ;

~

~,~

:.~_,.
.
,;,_

· . 21
·SAC Comic Strip:
.
featuring· Edward Jackman
Main Dining Room 9 p.m.
.
$1 with ID, $2 without

Dmw~ 2·7 ~28

23.·
TGIF Party
DownUnder -

3-6 p.m.

~-~

"~~

30

SAC Comic Strip -··:Edward
Jackman ,(April 28): ·
..
Edward Jackman, former
Campus. Comedy· Entertainer
· ·of the Year, will amaze the
audience with his juggling
ability in the Main Dining
Room at 9 p.m. Watch this
. "dangerous" comedian keep
you in stitches as he /juggles
everything from apples 'to a
10-Speed bicycle!
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The motivations, the moves,
the memories ... the Muskies!

Greg Rust photo

Junior co-captain Stan Kimbrough waves the net
of victory.

"Every game is a war.
There are no free
lunches."
-basketball coach
Pete Gillen

Greg Rust photo

Freshman Jamal Walker glides through the
· air en route to an easy basket.

"I think basketball
should be entertaining
as well as an exciting
chess match. Basketball
is a combination of
modem ballet and roller
derby if done properly.
It$ quick, it's.aggressive,
it's physical, non"'.'stop
action."
-basketball coach
Pete Gillen

.

·

Greg RIIS! photo

All-American senior guard Byron Larkin ends his·
career as the Musketeers' all-time leading scorer.

"You can be very
relaxed during the week
and then come out like ··
Don Knotts the n'ight of
the game. Its only
important how you are
game night."
-basketball coach
Pete Gillen

Greg Rust photo

Sophomore Derek Strong rams home a monstrous slam dunk in the ·
MCC Championship game versus Detroit.
:'1,M.;..:::.. • .•

Greg Rust photo

Head coach Pete Gillen challenges a call from an official.

. •.•··
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eXcuse·me
by DtlVid Stubenrauch

Sports columnist
The foundation is laid bring on the bricklayers.
If ever there was an appropriate saying for the Musketeers' 1987-88 season, that
is it. The team has opened
up a lot of doors for many
people - namely, next year's
returning players.
Head coach Pete Gillen
has already termed next year
a "rebuilding year;' but the
bulk of the. team will be
back next season. They inelude junior Stan Kimbrough, sophomores Derek
Strong, Tyrone Hill and Bob
Koester, and freshmen Michael Davenport, Colin
Parker and Jamal Walker.
Moreover, one can't forget
the recruits who will join
next year's team. Xavier has
landed three recruits - 6 ' 1 •
Sydney Raeford, a guard
from Jersey City, N.J.; 6 8•
Dwayne Wilson, a power
forward from Milwaukee,
Wis.; and 6'5• Jerome
Holmes, a swingman from
the Bronx, N. Y. This year's
team has proven that a
small; private college can be
competitive in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) tournament
and has given incoming
freshmen more of an incentive to come to Xavier.
Another group benefiting
from this season will be the
Mi~tem .. Ct>llegiate Con- ·
ference (MCC). In• the past
year, Dayton and Marquette
decided to join the MCC.
Dayton will be competing
next year while Marquette
starts with the 1989-90 season. Most are attributing
their joining the MCC to
Xavier's national recognition ·
this year. The additional two
teams, coupled with the
emergence of Loyola and
Butler, are making the MCC
.a conference to contend with
in the future.
Finally, the major benefit
of the team's success will be
witnessed in .the classrooms
and dormitories. More students are applying to and attending Xavier. Xavier has
achieved the respect it desen'es and is no longer
known as ·the little Jesuit college in Avondale.
But we should not overlook the personal side of the
benefits either. Byron Larkin
will more than likely be
drafted into the National
Basketball Association after
finishing with 2,696 career
points and in 13th place
among NCAA Division I career scoring leaders. Athletic
director Jeff Fogelson will be
getting calls from "big name"
colleges .to schedule Xavier
next season. Lastly, Pete Gillen will be hounded for the
head coaching job at other
colleges. I hope . . . I hope
. . . I hope he stays here at
Xavier.
Just in case you're looking
forward to next year, Xavier
will open up the season
against the University of
Louisville Cardinals in the
preseason Natfonal lnvitational Tournament (NIT) at
Freedom Hall.
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Jayhawks prey on 'Gil/en's Villains'.~

Kansas.entraps XU Player of the week

by DtlVid Gruber
staff reporter
and Mike Pfiester
Sports editor

bumped into a player, a foul
was immediately called.
Despite a 48-29 Kansas lead
at the end of the first half and
a 25-point deficit early in the
The Xavier Musketeers dug
second half, the Musketeers
themselves into a hole they
could have won the game even
could not climb out of Friday
with all the roadblocks. Even
and fell to the grasp of the
though Xavier's tenacious de~ansas Jayhawks, 85-72, in the
fense forced the Jayhawks into
30 turnovers, the Muskies were
first round of the National Collegiate Athletic Association
not able to convert the oppor(NCAA) tournament Midwest
tunities.
Regional in Lincoln, Neb.
The Muskies shot only 37
Someone last week described
percent from the field and 65
Nebraska as "Siberia with 7percent from the free-throw
Elevens:' Unfortunately, the Lin- line. Larkin, selected to the seccoln papers picked up the quote ond team All-American, added
and turned the Nebraska fans
16 points but shot a dismal
against Xavier.
four out of 10 from the freeHowever, this quote was not
throw line.
made to poke fun at the state
In fact, the Muskies, who
of Nebraska but rather to exwere eighth in the nation in repress disgust over the fact the
bound margin prior to the
Muskies would be heading for
game, were out-rebounded, 50the Rockies instead of their own 30. But Xavier made a gallant
·comeback and turned a 25backyard in Cincinnati or
South Bend, Ind. This location
point deficit into only an eightwould serve as an omen for the point lead on a Stan Kimgame against Kansas.
brough lay-up with 2:50 reStudent support was hard to
maining in the game. Kimcome by. Approximately 15 stu- brough scored a game-high 18
dents comprised a section bepoints for the Muskies, while
hind the basket next to the
sophomore Derek Strong added
Xavier bench. Kansas had its
14 points and 10 rebounds.
band and 13,000 irritated NeStrong and freshman Jamal
braskans who greeted Xavier's
Walker were also named to the
players with nothing but boos.
All-MCC Newcomer Team.
Although Kansas was favored
Whenever the Jayhawks
by one point and had the home needed the big basket, they
court advantage, the Muskies
passed the ball down low to
were expect~ to win this game .Manning, who calmly rebutlet it shp away.
- · spohded 'with· a gamf..high 24
. Xavie~ controlled the opening points. In the end, Xavier was
not able to overcome the hostile
t1p. Senior J.D. Barnett missed
a three-point shot and senior
crowd, poor officiating and
Byron Larkin was called for the horrendous shooting.
first foul of the game. This call
After the game, the Muskewould also be an omen as the
teers were greeted with a standMuskies went on to compile 32
ing ovation at the Clayton
foul.s to Kansas' 23. Then guard House where the team was
Kevin Pritchard caught a long
staying. Only if the Muskies
pass for a breakaway lay-up to
strengthen their schedule in the
give the Jayhawks an early 2-0
future will the players improve.
They need to play tougher op1ead.
The referees treated senior
ponents to prepare them better
Danny Manning, the Jayhawk
for tournament action. HowAll-American and winner of the ever, Xavier has nothing to be
ashamed of with a final record
Naismith Award, like a "god:'
He practically had to knock
of 26-4, and with the national
someone down before he was
exposure, the program can only
whistled for a foul. On the
get stronger.
ther
hand,
if
Xavier
just
0

NIGHTS BUSY? DAYS FREE?

If the answer is yes and you are intereSted in eaming extra
money, lend an ear. We are looking for temporary help in our
OaNntown office. Gain useful experience putting those office
. .
skills to work.
CALL 721-G999 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

MARKET RESEARCH
INTERVIEWING

NOT EVERYONE CAN WORK 9-5

Mike l'fiester photo

Gino Dania
Sport: BOXING
Year: senior
Hometown: Aruba, Netherlands Antilles

Position: middleweight
Height: 6'0•
Weight: 168 lbs.

Senior Gino Dania is the Midwest boxing champion and undefeated against Midwestern opponents in his four years of boxing
under head coach Rollie Schwartz and assistant coach Dr. John
Comparetto. Dania's career' record stands at 11-4.
As a Dutch citizen, Dania will have the opportunity to try out
~r t~e Dutch National Boxing Team for the 1988 Summer Olympics. 'Thanks to my coaches, I will have this opportunity to rep~n~ Aruba and Xavier University at the Olympics;' said Dania.
Gmo has been one of the most dedicated boxers in our program;' said Schwartz. "He's a hard-working athlete and always
seems to leave the gym last:'
Dania lost a close bout by a 2-1 split decision in the regional
tournament hosted by Xavier at the Armory Saturday. Although
he is primarily a middleweight (165 lbs.), Dania fought Jeff Hunt
6'3" at 179 lbs., a light heavyweight. Hunt is from the Air Force
Academy, one of the premier boxing clubs in the nation.
This year, Dania won the Virginia Military Institute tournament
and the Xavier Quadruple Invitational tournament against boxers
from Ohio University, Central State University and Miami of
Ohio University in the middleweight division. He also won the
~tstanding Boxer Award his freshman season. Dania is majoring
m management.
1

HASSAN
VW
'Hassan has 'em'
(one block north at Montgomery & Cleneay)

First-time Buyer Proaram

We have set up a special'
. college grad program for XU students

New 1988 Fox-$179.00 mo.*

We are currently accepting applications for the
evening part-time shift in our newly expanded Blue
Ash facility. You would be talking with consumers
nationwide on a variety of consumer and professional subjects. These positions offer exposure to
various research techniques along with:
•
•
•
•

Paid training
Competitive pay
Flexible hours
Free parking

•No selling
• Earned ·vacation plan
• \Neekend bonus program
• No experience necessary

QFACT Marketing Research

Call 984-7460 to set up an interview.
A PART·TIME JOI WITH YOUR LIFESTYLE IN MIND!

We also have
GTl's Conv's
Jettas Golfs
*To qualified buyers with· $500 down.
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Gods' inspires no worship

by Andrew Goetz
staff reporter
·

"The Hidden Boy: incidents from a stressed memory," a musicdrama, opens March 24 at UC's Patricia Corbett Theater.
compiled by
Mary T. Helmes
Diversions editor

Art and architecture
Celebrate Cincinnati's bicentennial with "Framework
of the Frontier: Early Cincinnati Architecture and the
Baum-Taft House;' a participatory exhibition presented
by the Taft Museum, April
10-July 31. The exhibition explores the architecture of the
Taft Museum and the surrounding Lytle Park neighborhood through videotapes,
samples of architectural embellishments and survey
sheets.
The Taft Museum is located at 316 Pike St., across
from Lytle Park, downtown.
Hours are 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday- Saturday, 2-5 p.m.
Sundays and some holidays.
Contributions are $2 for
adults, $1 for students and
seniors. Call 241-0343.

sented at Xavier May 7-8.
The seminar illustrates the
ideas of Carl Jung through a
series of 20 half-hour films
featuring the reactions of
people on the street to questions such as "Do you think
dreams are important?" and
"Can you recall a dream?"
The films also feature Dr.
Marie-Louise von Franz, an
authority on Jungian philosophy. Discussions will be led
by Rev. Richard Sweeney,
Ph.D., academic dean and
assistant professor of th~l-:.
ogy and pastoral psychology
for the Athenaeum of Ohio.
The seminar takes place ·
Saturday and Sunday, May
7 and 8, from 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Tuition is $90.
Registrants should mail
checks to ''The Way of the
Dream;' cl o Athenaeum,
6616 Beechmont Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45230. Dead- ·
line for registration is April
8. For more information, call
861-8140, 9 a.m.-noon.

Out of hiding
Music and drama join
huge woodcuts, sculptures
and paintings in Jay Bolotin's
"The Hidden Boy: incidents
· from a stressed memory," a
world premiere, March 24-27
at the University of Cincinnati's Patricia Corbett Theater. ''The Hidden Boy" is the
latest offering of ARTS 88, .
the annual series of new performance works. The story
of modem pioneer William
Bodine's survival in places
such as "a ruinous mechanized Kentucky" is told
through a cycle of 14 songs
}Vritten by Bolotin and performed by him with the East
Village band Saqqara Dogs.
Tickets are $10 general admission, $8 for members of
the Contemporary Arts Center (CAC), Cincinnati Art
Museum or WGUC Contributor's Card, and $6 for students. Tickets are available
at all Ticketron outlets and
can be charged by calling
621-1110. For more information, call the CAC at 7210390.

In dreams
"The Way of the Dream;'
a film seminar on the meaning of dreams, will be pre-

Being connected to David
Byrne. and the Talking Heads is
not usually considered bad.
However, when you are recognized by being in the company
of one of the most innovative
bands in the history of· rock
music, your own solo projects
are often scrutinized in terms of
the band's pr()jects. Now that's
OK, if your solo stuff can
stand up to the innovations of
the band. If not, then you'd
better be prepared for the onslaught.
Such is the case with Talking
Heads' keyboardist Jerry Harrison's new solo album, "Casual
Gods." Harrison's album is OK
in terms of the usual mainstream music of today. However, .in relation to a Talking
Heads album, there is no comparison. Even the weakest
Heads album could stand up to
Harrison's "Casual Gods:'

Funky, but no surprises
Musically, Harrison's songs
are wonderfully funky and certainly danceable. Talking Heads
fans will recognize many of the
keyboard sounds that permeate .
the albtim. But there are no
surprises. Aside from the addicting rhythms and funkiness,
there is nothing to really reach
out and grab you. A few of the
songs (especially "A.K.A.
Love") are almost reminiscent
of some of Prince's songs, without the rawness and eleetric
eroticism Prince exploits so
well.
Harrison's vocals are another
aspect of the album that will
draw comparisons to the Talking Heads. Quit~ frankly, Harrison sounds Ii!~" David Byrne.
But, unlike Byrne, Harrison
doesn't stretch his voice too
much. His singing is, again, average. There is no vocal originality and relatively no soul.

Songs sans excitement

Applaud ·Appalachia
The l9th annual Appalachian Festival will take place
May 13-15 at Cincinnati's
Coney Island. John Hartford .
will headline, with other
main-stage performers such
as Dave and Kris. Pinson
with Biggy, "Company's
Comin'" with I<im Wilson,
the Lost Echo String Band
and more. Traditional Appalachian food and crafts will
be demonstrated and sold.
As an added attraction,
musicians are not only welcome to bring instruments
and give informal performances in Coney Island's picnic groves but also will receive SO cents off admission
price for doing so.
For more information, call
431-0416.

Lyrically, what can I tell
you? It's the same story. There
is nothing really exciting about
the writing: There are songs
about love ("A.K.A. Love"),
girls ("Rev It Up;' the best song
on the album) and one that ·
could be about a mercenary or
member of a death squad
("Cherokee Chief"). Satire anq
humor are the missing elements.
You may be wondering why
such an average album has
such a pretentious title. Well,
let me clear that up for you.
There is a picture in the album
of thousands of people mining

Responsible
students
needed to work in the
LIBRARY, 8-15 hours per
week. Prefer mid-morning
(II a.m.-2 p.m.); other
hours available. No experience necessary. Interested? Call Nancy Phelps,
Ext. 4807.

in a big hole. The picture bears
this caption: ''This is not a
scene from a movie. These pictures were taken last year in
Brazil. Fifty thousand men are
digging for gold in a hole that
was once a mountain. Though
they look like swarming ants or
endless caravans of pack animals, they are men, reduced to
this condition by poverty and
the bewildering indifference of
casual gods:' Thus, the title is
not pretentious. Rather, it is a

bold social statment.
I have made some comparisons between Harrison's own
work and the work of the Talking Heads, and perhaps that's
not really fair. But since Harrison is an alumnus of the
Heads, I expected something
better than average; "Casual
Gods" is OK, but to quote the
lyrics of "Song Of Angels": "I
feel ... a time when nothing will
be new:' According to Harrison's album, it's already here.

Concert Choir
singing overseas
by Shannon M. Cook

staff reporter
Since 1980, Dr. Helmut J.
Roehrig has been bringing the
sound of music to Xavier. As
chairman of the music department, he has planned countless
concerts, auditions for scholarships and recitals. This year is
no exception. With the help of
some friends in Europe, Roehrig
has planned a 15-day tour of
Germany for the Xavier Concert Choir, which he directs.
·This is the choir's first overseas tour and 16 of the 24
members of the choir will be
going. They. will leave on May
17 and return May 31. Joining
Xavier's Choir on the trip are
the Chamber Singers from the
University of North Carolina.
According to Roehrig, the
purpose of the trip goes beyond
performing. "It is not an ego
trip - if we want to sing, we
can sing here. It's a combination of cultural enrichment with
the purpose of meeting people
and singing:' Roehrig hopes the
students will meet people who
have the same vocation and aspirations they have. He was
also. very pleased to say that
Concert Choir was asked to be
the main choral guest for a
Weisbaden choral group's 140th
anniversary. Concert Choir is

also scheduled· to perform• in ·
·the ruins of a castle· courtyard
near Heidelberg.
Junior Marylee Braeuning,
who has been a member of· the
choir for two years, said she .is
excited about the trip. "He
[Roehrig] has so many connections in Germany - it's great!
· I never would ha\re gotten to
Germany if it wasn't for this
trip:' Braeuning said she and
other member5 of· the ·choir
·• have been savmg
Roehrig first mentioned the possibility of the trip over a year
ago.
Although Roehrig did not
mention the exact price of the
trip, he said it was kept below
$1,000. Airfare, ground transportation, overnight accommodations and breakfasts are covered in the cost. The students
are paying for the trip themselves, but costs are being defrayed through various fundraisers.

money sil'lce

The Xavier Concert Choir's
Spring Concert will feature spiritual, contemporary and classical music. The concert is at 8
p.m. April 16, in the University
Center Theatre, with all proceeds going toward covering
costs for the trip. The exact
price of admission has not yet
been determined.

Sug·ar 'n' Spice

Restaurant

OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Daily Luncheon Specials
Including Vegetables
Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative sandwiches,
homemade cheesecake,
and much, much more!
A Cincinnati tradition since 1941
4381 Reading Rd. (between Tennessee Ave. & Victory 'Parkway
·
Across from Natorp's

Cincinnati Magazine's 1984 Best Breakfast Award.
Minutes from Xavier University, R8asonable prices!

242·3521

.

.

.

.. . .
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Adrica's: palate-pleasing;·but only average
by Steven J.. Baines
News editor
and Steve Graham
contributing. writer

tively. However, I felt he should
have infonned us of the items
they were out of prior to ordering. Overall, I thought the
service complemented the menu
selection.

have the· items listed on the
menu. We tried to order the
appetizer and dessert specials
and they were out of both of
them. I realize we went on a
weekend night, but 10:30 p.m.
was awfully early to be out of
all the specials of th~ day, especially since Adrica's was open
until 1 a.m.

Steven and Steve ventured
into the historic hills of Mt.
Adams in search of culinary de- · Menu selection
lights and. stumbled upon AdriSteve: The menu selection
ca's for a taste of Italy. Here
was first rate, offering a variety
are their findings.
of foods, primarily devoted to
Atmosphere
· those with a yearning for ItalService
ian cuisine, but with several
Steven: One of the things I
Steven: I thought the service
traditional American favorites
like about this restaurant is its
was very good, Steve. I guess it as well as cold sandwiches. Ad- size. I wouldn't call it an intididn't hurt any that John Wasirica's is best known for its vari- mate restaurant because there
niak (our server and Xavier
ety of exceptional pizzas, but a aren't any booths and you can
graduate) kneW three out of
deeper probe into the menu
almost see everyone· with the
four people at our table. He
turn of a head, .but there are
shows a fantastic selection of
talked to us (but not too
pasta and salads, all at prices
only 13 tables in the restaurant,
much), took our orders when
those of us on a college budget not seating more than 50 peowe were ready, and didn't pescan easily afford.
ple.
ter us every minute to see if
The thing I didn't like was
Steven: I was happy with the
everything was OK.
the radio playing in the backselection, Steve. I had the
Steve: I have to agree with
stuffed shells - big pasta shells ground. I think it would be
you on the service, Steven.
with feta cheese and spinach ·in- better to have prerecorded muJohn was attentive and took
sic playing, such as CDs. or
side, covered with marinara.
care of our needs very effecsauce. But I want restaurants to tapes.

Quality and quantity
Steve: Well, Steven, the overall quality of my food was exceptional. My ziti con ricotta
had rich and spicy tomato
sauces, tender pastas and delicious meats.
Steven: Exceptional? I
wouldn't go that far, Steve. Ad.rica's caters to the Italian, so
come prepared for a lot of garlic in the sauce, something I
found overpowering. I would
have· enjoyed my dish better if
the sauce had been cooked with
the shells rather than poured
over them. However, the buttery garlic bread and tossed
salad with the house vinaigrette
were very good.
Steve: The portion was more
than enough to satisfy even a
stomach as large as mine. If
you love spices and helve a palate for Italian cuisine cooked in
the Old World tradition, then
Adrica's is the place for you.
Steven: I have a healthy ap-

petite myself, and I'm not going
to say four pasta shells was a
big enough dish for my stomach, although it was adequate.
It would have helped if the appetizer and the dessert I wanted
had been available, though.

Overall impression
Steve: Very clean, excellent
service, moderately priced. Rat-

****
Steven: A nice place to go,

ing:

1
/2.

but don't put it at the top of
your restaurant list with great
expectations. Rating:

* *.

Ratings scale:
*poor
fair
good
above average
exceptional
Adricas Italian Restaurant is
located at 934 Hatch St., Mt.
Adams. All major credit cards
accepted except American Express.

**
***
****
*****

''No matter how
bad~eyare,

Grandrila loves
to hear the
latest jokes.''

I

Ariy Pizza

I

!$7.95 !
I Get any pizza with

:

: up to 5 toppings of
your choice for just 1
1
1
I $7.95.
I

I
II
I
I
I

396-7400

I

3915 Montgomery Rd .. 1
.
.
1

I
I
=tfO•
I
........,,_.

exp1...: Apr111, 1 •

One coupon per
plzze. Limited
•
d•llvery ar••· Our
drlve11 carry fell

•
•
• · .. - .

.J
I

L-------Any Pizza
!$7.95 !
than $20.00.

1

1

1

I Getany pizza with . :
I up to 5 toppings of
I your choice for just :
: $7.95.
I
I

396-7400

I

:

3915 Montgomery Rd.

:

Expllft: Aprtl 1, 1 •

I
I

I
·

I

One coupon per

•-=· ,.

area. Ou.r ,
. . . .1
drlve11 carry ,... .
'.
I delivery
than 12().00.
··. · • . · " .
·· .J
L ----·---~·
plna. Limited .

You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
\'OU and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle befr>re you even get to the
punch line.
·
·
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach
out and touch someone~

If you 'cl like to know more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Carel,
call us ar 1 800 222-0300.
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All announcements must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
office in Brockman Hall by Friday at 3 p.m. Please direct
mail to Kimberly Grote, editor,

Wilmington ColJege. Participants will leave at 2 p.m. and
return Saturday by 4 p.m. To
register, calJ the Dorothy Day
House at 745-3046.

Calendar. Also include name

and phone number.

Make-up senior photographs will be taken
for the senior annual
in the Hearth Room of the University Center from 9 a.m. to S
Veg-out with Earthp.m. Photo packages and anbread at 4:30 p.m. at
nual orders must be paid for at
the Dorothy Day
this time.
House. Dinner wilJ be folJowed
The Xavier University
by a slide presentation by XavBand and the Xavier
ier philosophy professor Rev.
Alumni Big Band will
Frank Oppenheim, S.J ., on "Is
present "When Swing was
Guatemala Democratic?"
King;' a semiformal dance featuring .the rriusic of the big
The Xavier Sailing
·
band era, 8:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m.,
Club will meet at 9:30
in the Main .Dining Room.
p.m. in the University
Tickets cost $3.50 each. For
Center Regis Room to discuss
more information, call 745-3454.
the Notre Dame Regatta, March
25-26. All members and interThe Spectrum Theatre
ested students should attend.
Company is holding
auditions for "The DiPax Christi is sponary of Anne Frank;' 2-4 p.m.
soring "X-Tv," a video
on Sunday, and 7:30-9:30 p.m.
survey of campus
on Tuesday, March 29, at 902
views on pertinent issues of the
Sarbrook Drive, off Winton
day. All students and faculty
Road near Powell Crosley
are encouraged to contribute
their opinions on camera in Al- YMCA.
The cast calJs for two young
ter HalJ, 12:15-4:15 p.m. The
women between ages 18 and 25
tapes will be played back Sun(who can look like a teenager
day, April 10, as part of Peace
in her mid-teens); one young
Week.
man between 18 and 25; and
four men and three women beBellarmine Chapel will
tween ages 30 and SO. The play
sponsor a Communal
will be held at Deer Park High
Penance Service with
School on July 8, 9 and 10. For
an opportunity for individual
more information, call 891-1641
confession at 8 p.m. in the
or 52,2-8513.
Schott Hall Chapel. For more
information, ·call University
The Spanish Club and
Ministry at 745-3567.
the Cultural Institute
of Puerto Rico PanThe Rural Plunge,
American Society will sponsor
sponsored by Earththe performance of Quinteto Fibread, will enable stu- gueroa, the official quintet of
dents to learn about food and
the Commonwealth of Puerto
farm issues and explore alternaRico, at 7:30 p.m. in the Unitives to the current exploitation
versity Center Theatre. Admisand abuse of the earth by visit- sion cost is $2 for students, $4
ing the Woolman Institute at
for non-students. There will be

March

25

23

26

23

27

23

a reception at the Becker House
immediately folJowing the concert.
Members of Pax
Christi will meet at
5:30 p.m. at the Dorothy Day House to work on
Peace Week.

29

As part of its series
on "Mental Illness in
Literature and the
Movies," the English Club is
showing "Equus" at 7 p.m. in
the University Center Hearth
Room. (This movie was originaUy scheduled for March 23.)

3O

Miscellaneous
Lenten programs
In observance of the Lenten
season, students are reminded
that weekday liturgies are held
at 10 p.m. as follows: Monday
in the Husman Chapel, Tuesday
in the Brockman Chapel and
Wednesday in the Kuhlman
Chapel. Mass is also celebrated
Monday through Thursday
nights in the Marion Hall
Chapel.
In addition, Evening Prayer is
celebrated each weeknight during Lent, 6:30-7 p.m., in the

Key Achievement Awards, the ·
side of the Bellarmine Chapel.
Board of Trustees Excellence in
University Ministry is also
Leadership Awards and the Adsponsoring a Lenten program
visor of the Year Award;
for inactive Catholics who no
Applications are available at
longer attend Mass or consider
the Information Desk or at the
themselves "practicing CathoCenter for Student Developlics:' The discussion format of
ment. Self nominations are enthese sessions will allow those
present to look at questions and couraged~. Applications. are due
issues pertaining to the Church. March 29 at 5 p.m. in .the CenThe entire Xavier community is ter for Student Development.
All awards will be. presented
invited to attend either of two
·at the Outstanding Leadership
discussion group times: 2-3:30
Recognition Reception, April 17,
p.m. or 7-8:30 p.m. on Tuesin the Main Dining Room. For
days in the University Center
more information, call 745-3205.
Hearth Room.

SAC wants you!
Students interested in positions for the 1988-89 Student
Activities Council can pick up
applications at the Information
Desk, the Center for Student
Development or David Coleman's office in the Student Activities office; Applications are
due March 30 at S p.m. When
returning applications to the
Center for Student Development, sign up for an interview
on the bulJetin board across
from David Coleman's office.

Xavier leadership
recognition awards
Applications are now being
accepted for Silver and Gold X-

So you want
to 6e in the news?
Television station WLWT
(Channel 5) is offering several
internships in its newsroom
working in .TV newswriting, reporting, production and some
technical supervision. Part- and
full-time positions are available.
Internships are on an academic
credit basis only - none are
paid. Students are now being
accepted for the summer and
the rest of the school year. All
interested students should call
(513) 352-5011 or send a cover
letter and resume to: David· J.
Schottelkotte, Internship Coordinator, WLWT-Tv, 140 W Ninth
St., Cincinnati, Ohio· 45202.

Restaurant Opportunities
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ONE OF AMERICA:S BEST
SUCCESS STORIES HAS COME
TO CINCINNATI

NOWStatrmg
Our Newest Location.
The Olive Garden is enjoying phenomenal success coast-to-coast.
. .We are~ now opening our newest restaurant In Cincinnati. Our
· lively spirit and quality garden setting provide a unique environment for both our customers and our restaurant employees. Were
a concept whose time is now. Share in our success...join the Olive
Garden. We have more than 100 opportunities immediately available.
• Hosts & Hostesses • Production & Prep Cooks • Cashiers
• Une Cooks
• Walters & Waitresses • Pasta Makers
• Dlshwashers/<Jtillty • Bartenders
• Bussers
We prefer people with previous restaurant experience, but were will~ng. to provide training tothose with the right potential. This is your
inv1tat1on to take advantage of these rewarding opportunities.

Applications will be taken Monday through Saturday, between
Sam and 7pm. Apply for any of the opportunities listed above
by visiting with us at our newest location:

the Olive Garden
9654 Colerain Ave.
Cincinnati
An Equal Opportunity Employer

The Ace en t 's On Success

